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the deterrent effect of the death penalty has been a question of contin­uing debate in this country. While most social scientists have long 
concluded that capital punishment does not provide an effective deter­
rent to murder, this question has once again become a lively topic of 
concern in the professional literature. Beginning in the mid-1970s. a 
number of important questions started to be raised about the theoretical 
and methodological adequacy of the classic deterrence and death penal­
ty studies that uniformly failed to support the deterrence argument. 
While it is beyond the scope of this article to provide a detailed review 
and critique of these early investigations, we will briefly examine thei r 
various shortcomings. because these limitations have a direct bearing on 
the topic of the present research: deterrence, the death penalty, and 
lethal assaults on police. 
EARLY DEATH PENALTY INVESTIGATIONS 
Social scientists traditionally have drawn a negative conclusion about 
the deterrent effect of the death penalty based upon stud ies of two sorts: 
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(I) longitudinal analyses of homicide rates in jurisdictions before and 
after the abolition and / or reinstatement of capital punishment and (2) 
comparative analyses of homicide rates for abolitionist and retentionist 
jurisdictions. Contrary to the deterrence hypothesis. these studies have 
typically shown (I) no significant change in homicides that can be attri­
buted to the abolition or reinstatement of capital punishment and (2) 
homicide rates to be the same or even higher in death penalty juris­
dictions (Reckless, 1969; Bedau, 1967; Sellin, 1959, 1967; Schuessler, 
1952; Dann. 1935; Void, 1932; Kirkpatrick. 1925; Sutherland, 1925; 
Bye, 1919). 
For decades. these studies brought most students of the death penalty 
to what Sellin (1967: 138) has termed the "inevitable" conclusion. "The 
death penalty in law or practice does not influence homicide death 
rates," In recent years, however. serious questions have been raised 
about the conclusiveness of the evidence from these studies. First. critics 
have pointed out that a simple comparison of homicide rates for death 
penalty and abolitionist jurisdictions hardly provides an adequate test 
of the deterrence question (Jeffery. 1965: Van den Haag. 1969. 1975: 
Bailey. 1974. 1975; Ehrlich. 1975). Such comparisons ignore the role of 
various social. economic. demographic. and cultural factors that have 
long been identified with variation in homicide rates. I In addition. the 
same arguments have been voiced about the adequacy of longitudinal 
studies of the bivariate relationship between capital punishment and 
homicide rales. Importantly, changes in homicide rates may result from 
changes in factors other than the provision / nonprovision for the death 
penalty. 
Second, while the deterrence doctrine emphasizes the importance of 
the certainly of sanctions as a means of crime control. the deterrent 
effect of the certainty of execution was a neglected question in most 
early studies (Gibbs. 1977). As a result. these investigations arc seriously 
flawed because no attention was paid to the substantial variation in the 
actual level of executions (execution rates) in death penalty states. 
Recognizing this limitation. Sellin (1959: 275-276) has long argued that 
we need to focus upon the certainty of executions. nOt simply statutes. 
for "were it (the death penalty) present in the law alone it would be 
completely robbed of its threat." 
RECENT DEATH PENALTY INVESTIGATIONS 
fhe mid-1970s witnessed the beginning of a new round of deterrence 
and death penalty research aimed at avoiding the limitations noted 
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above by (I) considering a wide variety of sociodcmographic control 
variables in comparing homicide rales cross-sectionally and longitudi­
nally for dealh penalty and abolitioniSljurisdictions; (2) introducing the 
certainty of execution in both interstate and time-series analyses of the 
deterrence hypothesis: and (3) incorporating the certainty and severity 
of imprisonment for homicide as alternative legal sanctions. 
With but one exception (Ehrlich, 1975). these Sludies have revealed a 
very consistent pattern of findings .l First. when death penalty and 
abolitionist states have been matched on a variety of sociodemographic 
factors, homicide rates tend to be higher for the former jurisdictions 
(Bailey, 1975; Baldus and Cole. 1975). Second, both interstate and 
time-series analyses have failed to detect a significant inverse relation­
ship between the certainty of execution and homicide rates when a wide 
variety of control variables have been considered (Bowers, 1974: Bowers 
and Pierce, 1975; Passell and Taylor, 1976; Bailey, 1974, 1975, 1977, 
1978, 1979-1980; Forst. 1977; Black and Orsagh, 1978; Kleck, 1979). 
In sum, this new round of death penalty research has examined a 
number of important questions, and the conclusion would appear to be 
the same as that reached by Sellin (1959) over two decades ago. There is 
no evidence that the death penalty- in law or in practice - provides an 
effective deterrent to murder. Importantly. however, recent investiga­
tors have completely ignored one question that is perenially raised 
whenever the abolition of capital punishment is discussed : does Ihe 
death penallY provide an added measure ofprotection/or the police in 
the per/ormanceo/lheir duties? In other words, is policing more hazard­
ous in abolitionist and relen/ionis/ jurisdictions where Ihe execution 
rare 0/ convicted murderers is I0'.1 ,?3 
Despite the obvious importance of these questions, these issues have 
been largely ignored by death penalty investigators. Only a single inves­
tigation by Sellin (1955) has attempted to address empirically these 
questions. and his study is now quite dated ,4 Moreover, Sellin's compar­
ative analysis of the rate of police killings (1919 to 1954) for death 
penalty and abolitionist states suffers from the same limitations noted 
above with early examinations of homicide rates in the two types of 
jurisdictions, Importantly. Sellin failed to (I) consider how variation in 
execution rates for murder in retentionist stales may innuence the rate 
of police killings, and (2) introduce the necessary control variables in his 
analysis to properly isolate the possible delCrrent effect of the death 
penalty on the rate of police killings. 
Although Sellin may be correct that the death penalty and the rate of 
police killings are independent factors. this conclusion cannot reasona­
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bly be drawn from his study. Ralher. a sound understanding of this 
question must await the adoption of a more detailed and sophisticated 
methodology than that found in Sellin's pioneering investigation. 
THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 
I n this SI udy. we provide a detailed multivariate analysis of the rale of 
lethal assaults on the police (hereafter referred to as police killings). Our 
concern here is to build upon the limitations of the Sellin study by 
providing a more adequate test of the hypothesis that both the statutory 
provision for capital punishment and the actual use of the death penalty 
provide effective deterrents to police killings. Rather than considering 
solely the bivariate relationship between the death penalty and police 
killings, we incorporate into the analysis various factors (control varia­
bles) associated with police killings in order to isolate the possible 
deterrent effect of the death penalty. 
Consistent with the deterrence argument. two hypotheses are ad­
vanced: (I) the rate of police killings is significantly lower in death 
penalty than abolitionist jurisdictions; and (2) there is a significant 
inverse relationship between the certainty of execution for murder and 
the rate of police killings. Due to data constraints, this study is confined 
to a yearly cross-sectional analysis of the 50 states forthe period 1961to 
1971. Required figures on police killings for individual states are not 
available before 1961. State-level figures on police killings are available 
from the FBI si nce 1971. but this period was excluded from the analysis. 
With the Uni ted States Supreme Court's (1972) ruling in Furman v. 
Georgia. the legal status of capital punishment became uncertain forthe 
next few years in many jurisdictions.' 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
POLICE KILLINGS 
The dependent variable for this investigation is the rate of police 
killings. To construct this measure, figures were required on the number 
of police officers killed in each state from 196110 1971. These data were 
secured from unpublished figures compiled by the FBI.' Included in 
these figures arc police killings resulting from lethal assaults; excluded 
are deaths resulting from accidents or other causes. 
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To compute police killing rates. figures wefe also required on the 
number of full-time equivalent police officers in each state for each year. 
These data were secured from annual publications issued by the Depart­
ment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. and were then used to 
compute police killing rates per 1000 police officers for each state and 
year. 
THE DEATH PENALTY 
For each year, states were classified as either death penalty or aboli­
lionistjurisdictions, 7 In addition. execution rates for murder were com­
puted for each death penalty state by dividing (I) the total number of 
executions for murder each year by (2) the total number of reported 
murders during the year. For case of interpretation. execution rates 
were converted from proportions (Oto 1.0) into percentages (Oto 100%). 
Execution and murder data were secured. respectively. from publica­
tions issued by the Federal Bureau of Prisons and Investigation. 1I While 
it would have been of interest to also compute an execution rate measure 
based upon the number of police killings and the number of executions 
for police killings , execution data for this type of offense are not 
available from the Bureau of Prisons. Our measure of the certainty of 
execution does provide, however, a general indicator of the willingness 
of a state to put convicted murderers to death. 
CONTROL VARIABLES 
Our review of the literature has failed to identify a theory of police 
killings. However, the literature does indicate that certain sociodemo­
graphic factors are associated with rates of police homicide, factors that 
have also been considered by some recent investigators in more general 
examinations of the deterrence and death penalty hypathesis .'i1 To iso­
late the effect of capital punishment On police killings. the following 
factors are considered in the analysis as control variables: (I) percentage 
of urban population, (2) percentage of nonwhite population, (3) percen­
tage of families below the poverty level, and (4) percentage of unemploy­
ment of the civilian labor force. Data far these variables came from 
figures issued by the Department afCommerce, Bureau ofthc Census. 1o 
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ANALYSIS 
To examine the hypothesis that the statutory provision for capital 
punishment and the certainty of execution provide effective deterrents 
to police killings. we first examined the bivariate relationship between 
each death penalty variable and annual police killing rates. Second. to 
control for Ihe possible spuriousness of these findings. both death 
penalty variables. the control variables. and rates of police killings were 
entered into a series of multiple regression analyses for each year. For 
1968 to 1971. execution rates could not be considered in the analysis , 
since there were no executions for murder during this period ,lI 
FINDINGS 
BIVARIATE ANALYSIS 
Table I reports average police killing rates for dealh penalty and 
abolitionist states for 1961 to 1971. As discussed above, the deterrence 
hypothesis would predict significantly higher police killing rates in 
jurisdictions without the death penalty, but this expectation is not borne 
out in Table I. For six of the eleven years (54.5%), average police killing 
rales were higher for abolitionist than retentionist jurisdictions. but 
regardless of the year considered, the offense rates are very similar, and 
they are not significanlly differenl for Ihe two types of jurisdictions. 
These findings lend no support to Ihe deterrence hypothesis. 
Table 2 reports the bivariate correlations between police killing rates 
and the status of the dealh penalty (column 2) and execution rales 
(colume 3). (In this analysis. abolitionist states are trealed as having zero 
execution rates.) As one would predict from Table I, Ihe findings are 
mixed for the relationship between offense rates and the status of the 
death penalty. With death penalty states given a weight of one and 
abolitionist states a weight ofzero, we would expect a significant inverse 
relationship between this variable and police killings .12 For six of the 
eleven years (196310 1968). Ihe correlalions fall in the predicted negalive 
direction. but they are very slight and are not statistically significant. 
For the remaining five years. the correlations are positive and indicate 
police killings to be higher in death penalty jurisdictions. 1l 
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TABLE 1 
Average Police Killing Rates for Abolition and Death Penalty States 
Abolition Death Penalty All 
Year States States States 
1961 . 039 .098 .089 
1962 .021 .179 .157 
1963 .3Jl .239 .252 
1964 .238 . 218 .221 
1965 .294 .203 .221 
1966 . 330 .233 . 252 
1967 . 310 .223 .240 
1968 .293 .168 .193 
1969 .177 .202 .197 
1970 . 135 .171 .164 
1971 .148 .308 .276 
The figures presented in column 3 afTable 2 are inconsistent with the 
hypothesis of a significant inverse relationship between execution rales 
and police ki ll ing rates. For five of the seven years where this question 
can be examined, the correlations are in the predicted negative direc­
tion. The negative coefficients are very low. however, and are not 
statistically significant. Fo r two of the seven years (1961 and 1962). the 
correlations are positive, the opposite direction than hypothesized. 
MUtTiVARIATE ANALYSIS 
The above findings do not support the argument that the death 
penalty provides an effective deterrent to police killings. but these 
negative findings may be biased (spurious) due to a failure to properly 
control for other factors associated with police killings. This question is 
examined in Table 3 where police killing rates are regressed against the 
death penalty and control variables. 
To reiterate. if capital punishment does provide an effective deterrent 
to police killings, we would expect a significant inverse relationship 
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TABLE 2 
Zero-Order Correlations Between Rate of Police Killings 
and Death Penalty Status and Execution Rates, by Year 
Yf'8r 
1961 
1962 
1961 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1910 
1971 
Death Penalty Execution 
Status Rate 
.121 .137 
. 227 .115 
-.081 -.067 
-.020 - .062 
- .124 - . 15) 
-.086 -.179 
- . 082 - .083 
-.UI * ••• 
. OU •••• 
. 069 *"•• 
. 215 •••• 
... ··NO executions were perlormed during the period 1968 to 1971. 
between (I) the provision for the death penalty and police killing rates 
and (2) execution rates and the rate of police killings. Neither of these 
predictions 3Te supported by Table 3. First. for three ofthe eleven years, 
there is an inverse relationship between police killings and the provision 
for the death penally. but the negative coefficients are very slight and arc 
not statistically significant. For the remaining eight years. the death 
penalty is associated with a higher level of police killings. 
Second , for a majorily of years (1963-1967), an increase in execution 
rates is associated with a lower rate of police killings. For none of the 
five years. however, are the results statistically significant. In each case. 
the negative coefficient is very slight for the certainty of execution. 
Third. the insignificant effect of capital punishment on police killings 
is further renected by a comparison of the beta coefficients for the death 
penalty and control va riables. If the size of the betas are rank o rdered for 
each yea r, and these ranks are averaged over the cleven-year period for 
each variable, the following pattern results (from best to least adequate 
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predictor of police killings): (I) poverty: (2) nonwhite population and 
unemployment tied for second: (3) urban population: (4) execution rate: 
and (5) provision for capital punishment. In short, of the six variables 
considered , the 1wo death penalty variables are the poorest predictors of 
police killings. 
A TtME·LAG ANALYStS 
I n the above analyses (Tables 2 and 3). execution rates and the rate of 
police killings were examined within the same year. The rationale is that 
execution rates have an immediate (within the same year) effect on 
police killings. The possibility exists, however. that executions may have 
a delayed deterrent effect that was not captured in the above analysis. To 
assess both the immediate and possible delayed effects of executions, we 
next examine the relationship between yearly execution rates and aver· 
age police killing rates for two-year periods (year t + year t + 1)/ 2. This 
analysis is simply a replication of that reported in Table 3, but with a 
new measure of police killings. Results 3rc reported in Table 4. 
This analysis reveals a similar pattern to that found in Table 3. 
Neither of the death penalty variables are related significantly to the 
average rate of police killings. First. for a majority (7 out of II) of years. 
the provision for the death penalty is positively associated with police 
killing rates (i.e., police killings are more common in retentionistjuris­
dictions). For the remaining four years. the provision for capital punish­
ment is negatively associated with police killings. but the relationship is 
very slight and nol statistically significant. 
Second. for four of the seven years where execution rates can be 
considered. this variable is positively associated with police killings. 
Conversely, higher execution rates are associated with lower rates of 
police killings for three time periods. but the relationship between these 
two factors is very slight and not statistically significant. 
Third. the bela results also indicate the same pattern as found in 
Table 3. Rank ordering the beta coefficients for each year. and averag­
ing the ranks over the eleven-year period, the two death penalty varia­
bles are again the poorest predictors of police killing rates: (I) nonwhite 
population: (2) urban population; (3) poverty and unemployment tied 
for third; (4) provision for capital punishment: and (S) execution rates. 
In short. this analvsis also provides no support for the deterrence 
hypothesis. 
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AN ALTERNATIVE TIME-LAG MODEL 
In the above analysis, the deterrent effect of the certainty of the death 
penalty was assessed by examining yearly execution rates: the ratio of 
(I) the number of executions for murder during each year to (2) the 
number of reported murders during each year. This measure of execu­
tions is based on the assumption that during any given year, the public 
has a general awareness of the ratio of murders to executions for 
murder. The possibility exists, however. that the public's impression of 
the certainty of the death penalty is not based upon murders and 
executions during anyone year. but rather upon murders and execu­
tions during the past few years. 
To explore this possibility. a three-year average execution rate mea­
sure was computed, (year t + t - I + t - 2) / 3. and substituted in the 
regression analysis. To illustrate, in considering police killings for 196 1. 
average execution rates were examined for the period 1959 to 1961. and 
so on, with finally 1967 police killing rates and average execution rates 
for the period 1965 to 1967 being examined. Police killings from 1968 to 
1971 were not examined since there were no executions for murder 
during this period . 
The results of this analysis parallel very closely the earlier analysis 
and can be summarized very briefly without presenting the findings in 
tabular form . First. for all but two years (1963 and 1965), the provision 
for capital punishment is positively associated with rates of police 
killings. Regardless of the direction of the relationship between these 
two factors , however, the results are not statistically significant. Second, 
for all but one year (1962), average execution rates and police killing 
rates are negatively associated. but the execution rate coefficients are 
very low and none are statistically significant. Third. like that found in 
the earlier analyses, each of the control factors is rather consistently a 
better predictor of police killings than either of the death penalty 
variables. 
In sum, this analysis also reveals no evidence that the death penalty 
provides an effective deterrent to police killings. Nor is this finding 
altered when three-year execution rates and two-year police killing 
rates (as used in Table 4) are considered in a further analysis. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
In this investigation we have examined an important but largely 
neglected question in the deterrence literature . Does the provision for 
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capital punishment and its use provide an effective deterrent to police 
killings? While police spokesmen have long taken the position that 
capital punishment does deter murder and that the death penalty does 
provide an added measure of protection for police, social scientists have 
reached the opposite conclusion ,'" Although there is substantial empiri­
cal evidence that seriously questions the former claim, the question of 
capital punishment and police safety has been largely ignored by pre­
vious investigators. OUf review of the literature reveals only a single 
empirical investigation of this question (Sellin, 1955), but this study 
must be viewed with extreme caution due to its previously noted limi­
tations. 
To extend our understanding of this important question, we have 
incorporated into OUf analysis of capital punishment and police killings 
a number of the theoretical and methodological innovations found in 
recent deterrence and death penalty investigations. Consistent with the 
deterrence argument. two hypotheses were examined: (I) the provision 
for the death penalty has a significant deterrent effect on police killings. 
and (2) there is a significant inverse relationship between the certainty of 
the death penalty and police killings . To control for possible spurious­
ness, control factors were introduced into the analyses. and various 
models of the execution rate-police killing rate relationship were consi­
dered. State-level data for eleven individual years (1961-1971) were 
examined in considering the: hypotheses. 
The analysis provided a rather clear-cut pattern of findings . First. no 
consistent relationship was observed between the provision for capital 
punishment and the rate of police killings. For some years offense rates 
were higher in abolitionist jurisdictions. and for other years- a majority 
of years- the pattern was reversed. Regardless of the year considered. 
however, the provision for the death penalty was not significantly 
related to police killings. Second, no support was found forthe hypothe­
sis of a significant inverse relationship bel ween the certainty of the death 
penalty and police killings. For some years these two factors are nega­
tively associated as the deterrence hypothesis predicts, but the results are 
not statistically significant. Moreover, regardless of the sign of the 
execution rate coefficient. there is only a very slight relationship 
between the certainty of the death penalty and the rate of police killings. 
This pattern held regardless of the execution and police killing rate 
measures considered and the type of time-lag utilized . Finally. each of 
the control variables rather consistently proved to be a better predictor 
of police killings than either death penalty variable. 
In sum, does the death penalty provide an added measure of protec­
tion for the police against lethal assaults11.5 Our findings would suggest 
621 
the negative. We find no evidence that either the provision for capital 
punishment or its actua l level of use is an effective deterrent to police 
killings. 
In conclusion, we are in total agreement that policing is a hazardous 
profession in this country, and that it is quite understandable for many 
police spokesmen to favor the retention and use of the death penalty as a 
means of prolecling their ranks. After all. what profession would not be 
committed to legislation and a penal policy believed to protect its 
members. as well as the general public. from injury and death? On both 
counts, however. the evidence is clearly negative. Not a single repulable 
study has yet to show capital punishment to be an effective deterrent to 
murder. nor does the present investigation provide any support for the 
contention that the death penalty provides an added measure of protec­
tion against police killings . 
Without question. the high rate of police killings is a serious problem. 
and one in obvious need of attention. There is no indication, however, 
that capital punishment provides a viable, or even a partial, solution to 
this problem. Rather, we are in agreement with the conclusion reached 
by Creamer and Robin (1970: 493) and many others who have studied 
police assaults. uThe greatest burden of responsibility for preventing 
assaults on police must fall upon the police themselves .... Paramount 
in solving the assault of police problem is the great need for special 
training of police officers . .. . to anticipate and handle potential 
assaults." (FBI figures have revealed consistently since the early 19605 
that the vast majority of police killings result from attempts to combat 
crimes in progress. arrest or transport criminals. respond to disturbance 
calls, investigate suspicious persons, and from unprovoked attacks by 
berserk or deranged persons.)16 In short, "in the long run, only the police 
can effectively take measures to prevent assaults" (Creamer and Robin, 
1970: 494). 
NOTES 
I. For a review of the sociodemographic correlates of homicide. sec for example 
Wolfgang (1958). Schuessler ( 1962), Gastil ( 1971). and Klebba (197S). 
2. Eh rlich's ( 1975) examination of national execution and homicide trends during 
the period from 1933 to 1969 led him to conclude that the dealh penalty does provide an 
effti:tive deterrent to murder. His research has not gone unchallenged. however. and a 
careful examination of his study shows it 10 suffer from many serious theoretical and 
methodological dIfficulties that render his findings highly suspect. at best tpassell, 1975; 
Passell and Taylor, 1976; Bowers and Pierce, 1975: Bailey. 1977. 1978, 1979-1980; Baldus 
and Cole, 1975: Forst. 1977). 
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3. It is most commonly argued thai capital punishment preveniS police killings 
because the threat of possible execution deters persons from carrying lethal weapons and 
uSing them against the police when they are in danger of arrest (Sellin, 1955). 
4. Sellin (1955) examined police killing rates (rom 1919 to 1954 for 183 cities in II 
states with capital punishment. and (or82 cities in 6slales without the death penalty. From 
his analysis. Sellin found police killing rates 10 be I.J per ]00,000 stale population in 
rctcmionis! jurisdictions. and 1.2 in abolitionist jurisdictions. 
5. In June of 1972. the Supreme Court ruled in Furman that "the imposition and 
carrying Oul of the death penalty in these cases constitutes cruel and unusual punishment 
in violalion of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments" because it is imposed infre­
quently and under no clear standards (408 U.S . 283. 1972). 
6. Since the early 1960s the FBI has reponed in the Uniform Cr"'l~ Rl'pOrlS figures 
on police killings. These data are not broken down by state. however. which necessitated 
our using unpublished FBI police killing figures for the states and years considered 
(1961-1971). We would like to ex.press our appreciation to the Uniform Crime Reports 
Division of the FBI for providing us with the necessary data for this study . 
7. For the period under study, the following states did nOI provide for the death 
penalty for police killings: Alaska. Hawaii. Maine. Michigan. Minnesota. Rhode Island. 
and Wisconsin. In addition. a few states did not provide for the death penalt), for police 
killings for one or more years during the 1961 to 1971 period . Delaware reinstated capital 
punishment on December 18. 1961. but because reenactment was in December orthe year, 
1961 is considered an abolition year. Oregon abolished the death penalty on November 3, 
1964. with 1965-1971 being treated as abolition years. Iowa abolished capital punishment 
on February 18, 1965. but because this occurred early in 1965. 1965-1971 are treated as 
abolition years. Finally. West Virginia abolished capital punishment on March 12.1965, 
with 1965-1971 treated as abolition years. The remaining states. Washington. D.C" 
Delaware (1962-1911}. Oregon (1961-1964). Iowa (1961-1964). and West Virginia (1961­
1964) arc treatcd as death penalty jurisdictions. 
8. Of interest. there is only a very slight correlation (r value) between the provision 
for the death penallY and cx.ecution rates: 1961 = . 191: 1962 = . 176; 1963= .20 I; 1964= . 121: 
1965 = . 101; 1966 = .070; 1967 = .075. Accordingly. there are no problems ofcollinearity in 
entering the twO death penalty va riables in the regression analysis to be presented later 
(Tables 3 and 4). 
9. For a review of the soc.:iodemographic correlates of police killings. see Bristow 
(1963), Cardarelli (1968), Creamer and Robin (1970) and Meyer et al. (1979). 
10. Where the required soc.:iodemographic data were not available from the yearly 
StutiSliral Abstract o/the Uniled S,ates. 1960 and 1970 census data were interpolated for 
intercensus years. 
II. In some recent investigations. a log-log model has been used in cx.amining the 
deterrent effect of the death penalty for murder (Ehrlich. 1975; Bowers and Pierce. 1975: 
Passell and Taylor. 1976). Seriousquestions have been raised. however. about the theoret­
ical rationale for using log transforms (Forst. 1977). with some invesllgators finding 
similar results when the data are examined In their anginal form or when they are 
transformed. In this investigation. we do not use either a log-log or semilog model in the 
analysis. Because (I) death penalty and abolitionist states are differentiated by a 0 I 
",eighting: (2) state execution ralcs and , or police killing rates arc lero for some jurisdic­
tions for some yeras: and (3) the log of zero cannot be taken. we examine the data in their 
original form . 
12. Point biserial correlations aTe reported in Column 2 of Table 2, and product­
moment correlations are reported in Column 3. In the multiple regression analysis to be 
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prcscnlcd (Tables) and 4), wtlghts of leTO and one aTe assigned 10 abo:luonlst and death 
penalty Juns<ilctions. res~cti\'cl) . 
13. A qucsllon might bt' raised about the polos.ble reciprocal relationship between 
pohce: kllhng rates and the pro\ ision naopro\ ision for the death IKnally for police: 
kllhngs. For example. a high le"cl of police killings may result In sameslatc:s passingdt31h 
penally laws. If thiS is true. then single equation estlmatt'S (11I(c thOK uStd here) w.1I result 
In a POSIII\C bias (or the death penalty variable. For a variety of reasons, we seriously 
doubt that such a bias c:'''slS In the present analym. First. we arc examining polict killing 
rales (rom 1961 10 1971. whc:reas In most lIales lhe provision / nonprovision for police 
killings being a capital offense is quite long-term (Bowen. 1974). Second, If such a bias 
were present. we would expect a rather consistent pallern in police killin, rates betwttn the: 
two types of Jurisdictions (espeCially during a period when the provision for capital 
punishment rerftamed a constant for most states). As discussed. this prediction is not 
~upporled by Table I. nor are Ihe findtnp: presented in Table 2(column 2) consistent with 
thIS prediction . 
I • . Our review of a number of pohceJournals for recent years(Polic'~. Law and Ord~r. 
Thl' PoJi('~ ChiI'/. F.B.I.. UK' En/orum,n, Bull~'in. Enfor('~ml'nI Journal. and the like) 
has failed to reveal a single aMlele or editorial .rlutng (or the abolition of the death 
penally. 1'0 the contrary, the relent Ion of capnal pUfllshment and pleas for liS greater use 
(espeCially for police: killings) lIrc common t~mes 10 thiS literature. 
IS. In addition. the same: question can be: asked about capital punishment and Knous 
assaulu on the palla. e:specially \1\ here lethal ....eapons are used. As Sellin (19SS) ha~ 
argued. woundtnt$ are as Important as actual killings. because: a serious ....ounding maybe: 
regarded as a kilhng that v.-as avoide:d merely by chance. Unfortunately, we ha\·e nOI bc:en 
able to examme police woundings in thiS study. rhe FBI dOtS publtsh m the annual 
Uniform CrimI' Rl'ports some data on police assaulls. but these: dala are nOt available on a 
slate: le\-el . nor IS it possible to differentiate betwttn M:rious and minor 8S!lllUitS. 
16. For example, Creamer and Robin (1970) report that for Ihe period 1960 to I96S. 
there were 16S patrol officers killed In the Itne ofduty ; 32% ..ere killed In combatlngcnmes 
In progrc:ss. such as burgJartes and robberies; m were slatn attempting to arrcst or 
transport criminals: 21% were killed responding to dlsturbancec.alls: 11 % 'Aere investigat­
Ing suspicious persons: and 6% 10SI their lives from attacks by berserk or deranged 
people. For later years, FBI figures also reveal a very similar pattern. 
CASE 
Furman v. Georgia (1972) 408 U.S. 238. 
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